Spring 2015 SGA Senate Results
March 30, 2015 (update)

A&S Senate
Sam Baker
Dalton Beasley
Rebecca Denson
Alyssa Kessler
Nick Key
Joan Leslie McGill
Sarah Puckett
Lillian Roth
Alli Selman
Alex Smith
Caroline Smith
Hayley White

C&IS Senate
Jackson Britton
Paige Lindgren
David Solon
Marissa Turk
C&BA Senate

Reece Bell
Jeff Burnstine
Zachary Cox
Emily Ferons
Patrick Fitzgerald
Kelsi Long
Lance McCaskey
Thomas Mills
Tyler Portanova
Hunter Richey

Education Senate

Emily Cerrina
Sarah Beth Patterson

Engineering Senate

Cassie Clifton
Jack Grantham
Kever Lewis
Reid Ruggles
Jon Vincent
Alexandrea Friar (*winner of ENG Senate Run-off)
Graduate School Senate

J. Lucas Adair
Gian Dalpethado
Bria Harper
Rebecca Rose Lutonsky
Landon L. Nichols, Jr.
Evan Ogden

Human Environmental Sciences Senate

Lee Bonner
Alex Grady
Reagan Hattaway
Tyson Steere

Law School Senate

Hilary Kustoff
Megan Root

Nursing Senate

Blake Wing
Megan Wingbermuehle

Social Work Senate